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Can anyone believe this arrived the very month I was 
compiling this book?
Even Richard did not know I was doing it!

From: STEFANO BASSALTI <bassalti@yahoo.com>
Date: 16 December 2010 10:53:24 GMT
To: vickyrich@btinternet.com
Subject: Regards

Goodmorning mr, Evans

My name is Stefano Bassalti , i am 47 and i am living in Milano, Italy.

Some years ago (too many) i was a child and i began making combat models in a 
club close to my home in 1976.

I have been in Italian combat world until 1984 and then i stopped.

 
In the beginnings we were discussing how to make models and English magazine 
like Aeromodeller were our guides.

We were looking to pictures and trying to make new models.

One name was above all the others : Evans.

 
A close friend of mine, had a picture of you with a model.

He made a drawing calculating possible dimensions, angle of the picture and at 
the end of the day he drafted a model he called M&C 2000 a.k.a. Evans.

It was a fantastic model but with a too short life.

The year after the Wilkens Superstar ended the balsa model era.

It was forgotten but i liked it too much (as a 13 y.o. boy can do, i suppose you 
can imagin it).

So i bought a couple of them made by this friend of mine (they are really 
 beatiful).

One of them is in my attic, pretty new today, never used.

The other i have flown many years ago, in my laboratory, waiting for 
 overhauling.

 
This year my son, 10 y.o. decided to give up with radio control models and start 
with control line.

Strange, but he did.

I have bought a MVVS diesel and i have cleaned mi Rossi 0.15 (run like a violin)

I have overhauled many old models i have and the MEC 2000 also.

I have flown it 2 weeks ago and it flies superbly.

Now the reasons why i am writing to you. 

 
First to contact you : as a child you were a myth as you can imagine.

Second we never knew the real name of the model, please could you help me ?

I have re - draft this model, and i am sending you a pdf copy, right to end the 



history.

 
Sorry if i have bored you, but I think it is funny , after so many years. 

Mr Simon Miller gave me your mail address, hope not to disturb too much with 
this mine.

My best regards
Stefano Bassalti

And here it is................The Evans!
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I've seen a few complicated plans from Frank but this has to 
be the ultimate?



O.K. so its not FAI but surely worthy of inclusion.
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Frank saw it coming!









                                                                            continued..............
.











                                         1975 Contest Reports



The Nationals

 Bob Morgan was a well deserved
winner







                         The Team that never was!
                          









                                1976 Contest Reports

Provisional World Championships

As these championships were not official two of the selected G.B.team Richard Evans and
Mick Lewis were unable to attend as their employers would not release them.
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                                    The Nationals



Team Trials for 1977 Eurochamps
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The Nationals
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The Nationals



Team Trials for First Ever Combat World Championships








